DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 115 s. 2018

TO: ALDRIN T. SARMIENTO
    VIRGILIO J. MOLINA JR.
    JOSEPH B. BANARES
    ROCelyn R. FERNANDEZ
    MARK U. TABO
    JETHRO M. TORRENTE

FROM SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT TEATRO ABACA SHOWCASE

DATE APRIL 30, 2018

1. One of the objectives of the celebration of the 3rd Abaca Festival in Catanduanes is to create awareness, love, and appreciation among Catandunganons the preservation of their culture through the arts.

2. The presentation of this “TEATRO ABACA SHOWCASE” with the theme: “Life, Struggles, and Success Stories of Parahagots” is one way of creating awareness of the importance of abaca among the people of Catanduanes.

3. In this connection, you are hereby designated as Members of the Technical Working group. You are expected to perform the duties and responsibilities related to the committee on call basis from May 1-28, 2018.

4. For information and compliance.